
Metawars: Revolutionizing NFT space
gaming in the multiverse
Metawars is a futuristic Sci-Fi strategic game set in the 50th century powered by Blockchain
technology and provides players with various ways to earn money. A user can trade NFTS,
mine and develop their terrain, stake their assets and defeat enemies in PvP and PvE to
increase revenue. In the Metaverse, Metawars is leading the charge in space gaming, and
they are taking other GameFi projects with them. It is the first project that aims to unify the
metaverse space through its one of its kind Metawars Launchpad Portal.

The Rise of GameFi/Play-to-Earn games
Gaming has existed for a long time, and the only way to make money from it was through
community and national competitions, but Blockchain-technology has changed that forever.
The implementation of Blockchain in the gaming industry gave birth to games that allow
users to earn in-game tokens, collectibles and items.
Native gamers waste their time and money and become addicted and end up broke and
depressed, but gamefi players earn rewards enough to make them quit their jobs and pay
their bills. Play-to-earn games developers attracted a lot of investors and players by
implementing NFT and Defi features which means players can sell "skins," terrain, armors,
etc., in an NFT marketplace and also stake or borrow in-game tokens.

Project Theme- Adopting Blockchain into the Thriving
gaming Industry
The gaming industry adopting Blockchain added value to leisure time, now players can make
money for having fun, and that's a double win. Blockchain technology will improve the way
games are created, supervised and played. It would make the game decentralized, giving
control and governance to its players. Blockchain technology has helped solve long time
problems, including

● Enhancing the projection of intangible assets' value
● Increasing ownership of in-game assets
● Increasing the gaming market's security
● Managing favorite games
● Resources are traded and rewards are earned
● The improvement of payment methods
● Gamers' integrated profiles

What Metawars is about/promotes
Metawars is more than a play-to-earn game; it is a decentralized application built on the
Binance Smart Chain (BSC); furthermore, it had evolved and left its competitors in the dust
when it created the first of its kind Metaverse Launchpad portal. It has partnered with other
gamefi such as MetaGods to promote and create a shared and unified space metaverse.
Metawars strive to lead a player-owned ecosystem. Metawars partnered with Mintable NFTs



Marketplace to give users full control of their digital assets, which will provide a wider
platform to auction collectibles.

How Metawars achieve its Goal
Metawars is accessible via a standard web browser and Web3 wallets. As the game
progresses, players will be able to explore untouched space sectors and collect items. They
will also need to defend and construct spacecraft, join PvP and PvE battles, and many more
when needed. Metawars features three gameplay mechanics, including combat, exploration
and development, each having a variety of rewards. The game has a two-token economy,
$WARS as the primary token and $GAM as the secondary. Players can stake $WARS to
earn $GAM, and they can buy both on PancakeSwap. Metawars entails Defi staking, lending
and borrowing as well as NFTs feature, and yet it stands ahead of the competition through

● Various Play-to-earn mechanics
● Community governance
● Low Initial market Capitalization
● Deep Upgrade system

Conclusion
Metawars has revolutionized the metaverse space and has taken the lead in creating a
unified space for all crypto-verse users. This project, launched on 27th October 2021, has
gathered strong partners and sponsors within one month, indicating that the gamefi project is
solid and will dominate the next generation metaverse.


